Abstract. In the literature only a handful of studies have been performed on the distributed deadlock problem in the generalized request model. Most of those algorithms use either the diffusing computation technique or have the initiator collect all the dependency information among processes. This paper proposes an algorithm which incorporates these two methods with the following properties: first, it removes the reduction phase of the diffusing computation; second, it encodes the dependency information to reduce message length, rather than transmitting it naively as is. The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is that deadlock detection time is reduced to almost half of that of the existing algorithms.
Introduction
In a distributed system, a deadlock may occur when processes wait for resources from each other. A process involved in a deadlock must wait indefinitely unless a special action is taken. Therefore, fast detection and resolution of a deadlock is of primary importance. The dependency relationship among processes with regard to resources in a distributed system is often represented by a directed graph, known as the wait-for graph (WFG) [10] , where each node represents a process and an arc originates from a process waiting for a resource to a process holding the resource.
There are several request models defined for processes [10] ; in the most generalized one among these, called the generalized request model, the condition for a blocked process to get unblocked, i.e., the requesting condition, is expressed as a predicate involving the requested resources and AND and OR operators [7, 8] . A generalized model is found in many domains such as resource allocation in distributed operating systems and in communicating processes.
A process is deadlocked if its requesting condition can never be satisfied. In the literature, only a few results address the problem of generalized deadlock detection [2, 3, 4, 7] , and they can be classified into two types according to the methods they use to gather dependency information: one is by employing diffusing computation [5] where a special message called a probe is propagated outward from an initiator of the algorithm and echoes are sent backwards to the initiator [2, 7] ; and the other involves having the initiator collect and manage all dependency information [3, 4] . Currently the best algorithm requires at least 2d time units, where d indicates the diameter of the WFG.
Whether distributively or in a centralized way, the current algorithms collect information at the initiator to determine the presence of a deadlock. The replies basically carry all dependency relations among processes. We propose an algorithm which incorporates the two types mentioned above to improve the time required for deadlock detection. We remove the reduction phase of reply propagation in the first type: that is, the proposed algorithm lets probes rather than replies carry the dependency information in order to expedite the detection activity. As a probe propagates, the requesting condition of each node is merged and carried onto the probe. As in the second type, we have the initiator maintain the information to detect deadlock. At the leaf nodes, the information merged following the path from the initiator is reported to the initiator. As a result, deadlock
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detection time is reduced up to half of that of the current best algorithms. Furthermore, rather than carrying the requesting conditions naively as they are, we encode them to reduce message length; in the worst case this results in the length of O(d) instead of O(n) in the previous algorithms, where n represents the number of nodes of the WFG.
Preliminaries
The system is a network of processes which communicate solely by messages as no common memory is available. There is a logical channel between any two processes. The message transmission has unpredictable delay, but is reliably delivered in finite time.
A process may be dependent on another process to proceed in its execution. The latter process might be a resource manager or a child process in operating systems. In this case, it is assumed that the former process sends a request message to the latter and then becomes blocked. Once it becomes blocked, it cannot proceed with its normal computation nor make any further requests, until it becomes unblocked.
In the generalized deadlock model, a blocked process may or may not become active if one of its requests is granted. The condition for becoming active is expressed as a predicate on the requested resources using AND and OR operators. We call this predicate the requesting condition of a process and denote it as RC p for a process p. For example, RC p = (i and j) or k indicates that p becomes active if it acquires grants from i and j or if it acquires a grant from k. We call i, j, and k successors of p. We assume that RC p for any process p is of the form Q 1 or … or Q n , where Q i = q i1 and … and q i(ki) , i = 1,…, n. When a process unblocks, it sends cancellation messages to withdraw the remaining requests it had sent. We use the terms process and node interchangeably throughout this paper.
A generalized deadlock exists in the system if and only if the requesting conditions of one or more processes will never be satisfied. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 1 . An edge (i, j) in the graph represents that process i has made a request to process j and that j has not granted the request to i. In the figure When a process suspects a deadlock, it may initiate a deadlock detection algorithm. Although there can be several instances of the algorithm running concurrently, each of them is treated independently. In this paper we focus on the behavior of a single algorithm instance. 
Definition. Let eval(RC
i ) = eval(RC i |∀j ∈ domain(RC i ), j ← eval(RC j )),
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The Proposed Algorithm
The initiator of the algorithm propagates probes to the nodes each of which takes a snapshot of its state upon receiving the first probe. It is proved in [2] that the collection of snapshots taken as such correctly reflects the whole system state. Probe propagation is as follows. The initiator of the algorithm sends a probe to each of its successors. If a blocked node receives a probe for the first time, it forwards the probe to its successors. In this way, the probe propagates to all nodes. If a node is active or has already received a probe, it sends a reply directly to the initiator. The initiator detects the existence of a deadlock based on the information from replies. It is noted that the propagation of probes results in a distributed spanning tree (DST) [1] .
The algorithm encodes the requesting conditions of nodes and delivers them through probes. At the end, the initiator should obtain all those encoded requesting conditions required for deadlock detection through replies. The encoding scheme works as follows. Assume that RC p = Q 1 or… or Q n , where Q i = q i1 and… and q i(ki) , i = 1,…, n. We use a set of two bit strings to uniquely represent each successor of node p; the first bit string is for OR relation and the second for AND relation. For example, assume that RC p = (q and r and s) or (t and u). There are two OR operands each of which includes three and two AND operands, respectively. Hence, bit strings 0 and 1 are used to represent the two OR operands, respectively. For the first group of AND operands, i.e., q, r, and s, bit strings 00, 01, and 10 are used. Likewise, 0 and 1 are for the second group of AND operands, t and u. Hence, in terms of bit strings, RC p =((0,00) and (0,01) and (0,10)) or ((1,0) and (1,1) ). Note that the size of a bit string is at most the ceiling of log2(m) for m operands of a kind.
When a node p receives a probe for the first time, it appends its encoded RC p to the information carried by the probe and forwards the updated information. Specifically -1 , A i-1 ) and w1 and w2 are weight values. w1 is used for detecting deadlocks at the initiator and decreases by a factor of the number of OR operands. w2 is used for termination detection of the algorithm as in [6] whose specific details are omitted in this paper due to space constraints. The root starts with one for both weights. Upon receiving the first probe, a node stores the concatenation of the sequence of bit string pairs carried by the probe as its path string. When a reply is sent to the initiator, it delivers the exact information carried by its corresponding probe to the initiator. The initiator maintains the total of w2 received through replies. If the total equals one, it knows that all replies have been received. Later in the paper, we discuss the use of weight w1 in detail.
We illustrate the probe propagation of the proposed algorithm in Fig. 2 . The requesting conditions are assumed as follows: RC a = b or (c and d) and RC c = d or e. Note that there is a deadlock in the system (left graph). We will explain the right figure later in the paper. Probes are labeled for ease of explanation. The dashed arrows/arcs indicate non-tree edges in the DST. Node a initiates the algorithm with path string λ meaning a null string. Node a determines the pairs of bit strings as explained above. It sends λ representing an AND operand through probe (i), since there is no AND relation within the first OR operand in RC a . It delivers ½ for weight w1, since there are two OR operands in RC a . The other nodes behave similarly. As a probe propagates, more information is appended. In particular, upon receiving probe (i), node b appends (λ, 0) indicating that it has only one successor. Similarly, upon receiving probe (ii), node c appends (0, λ) and (1, λ) as shown in probes (v) and (vi) to indicate that one OR relation exists in RC c . Here, the weight w1 received by node c, ½, is divided by two to be carried onto the probes, since node c has two OR operands.
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A formal description of the algorithm for probe and reply transmission executed at node p is provided below.
Message Formats (For all messages below, S is the sequence of bit string pairs and w1 and w2 are weight values.)
• PROBE(init,S,w1,w2,q): a probe sent by q and initiated init.
• ACTIVE(w2): a reply indicating that the sender of this message is active.
• REPLY(S,w1,w2,pstr p ): a reply sent by a blocked node upon finding a non-tree edge. pstr p is the path string of the sender.
When node p initiates the algorithm: proc_probing(p,null,1,1);
When node p receives PROBE(init,S,w1,w2,q): if p is active or p has released the resource requested by q then send ACTIVE(w2) to init; else if p≠init and p receives the probe for the first time then proc_probing(init,S,w1,w2); else send REPLY(S,w1,w2,pstr p ) to init;
When node p receives ACTIVE(w2) or REPLY(S,w1,w2,pstr p ): /* p is the initiator. */ sum w2 := sum w2 + w2; if sum w2 = 1 then execute the deadlock detection procedure; procedure proc_probing(init,S,w1,w2) /* executed by node p */ pstr p := concatenation of pairs of bit strings in S; /* path string of p */ m := number of OR operands; n := number of successors; send PROBE(init,S,(O p ,A p ),w1/m,w2/n,p) to each successor; /* (O p ,A p ) is determined uniquely for each successor as explained above. */ Upon termination of the reply receipt, the initiator builds a WFG locally based on the information carried by REPLYs in three steps as follows. Firstly, it inserts nodes and edges into the local WFG according to the collected information where nodes consist of path strings. Secondly, it deduces any ancestor-descendant relationship between nodes in the local WFG and inserts edges accordingly: note that node p is an ancestor of node q if pstr p is a prefix of pstr q . Thirdly, it removes an edge from the local WFG and the information corresponding to the edge if the edge neither belongs to a cycle nor waits for a cycle in the local WFG. Fig. 2 shows the resulting local WFG where thick arrows represent ancestor-descendant relationships. On the Convergence of Bio-, Information-, Enrivonmental-, Energy-, Spaceand Nano-Technolgies
After the initiator builds a local WFG as described above, it manipulates the reported weight w1 of the remaining information to find the existence of a deadlock. At the end, if the sum of all w1's according to the following summation rules is less than one, it indicates that there is no deadlock; otherwise, there is a possibility of a deadlock. Basically, the rules are: (i) if any two edges are related with OR, their corresponding w1's are added together, and (ii) if they are related with AND, the weights are not added but the smaller weight is discarded. The type of relation, whether OR and AND, can be distinguished from the bit string pairs. The rules are applied starting from the edges related at the deepest level in the DST. The above procedure is shown in Table 1 using the example of Fig. 2 . Since the total weight equals one, a victim is selected among those within a cycle (a formal description of the procedure and its proofs are omitted due to space limitations). The user is advised to refer to [9] for details. Table 1 . The weight summation process: w2 is omitted for simplicity
Step Information left after each procedure Procedure
ii) and iv): related with OR at deepest level sum the weights replace the weight by the sum remove one of ii) and iv); iv) is removed.
ii) and iii): related with AND do not sum the weights remove one of ii) and iii); ii) is removed. The proposed algorithm sends one PROBE per edge of the WFG. A reply is sent by an active node or upon finding a non-tree edge. Therefore, the total number of messages generated by the algorithm execution is less than 2e. Since PROBEs are sent at virtually simultaneous times by each node, and replies are sent directly to the initiator, the algorithm spends d+2 time units. As for message length, it is not difficult to see that the number of bit string pairs is at most d+1. Performance of the algorithms is compared in Table 2 . Title of Publication (to be inserted by the publisher)
Conclusions
We presented a deadlock detection algorithm for the generalized request model in distributed systems. It is the first algorithm that eliminates the reduction phase of the diffusing computation but is still able to detect deadlock without collecting all dependency information naively. The dependency information is encoded to shorten the message length. Consequently, the deadlock detection time taken by the current best algorithms is reduced by a factor of two with shorter messages. The proposed algorithm can also be applied to the P-out-of-Q model, with slight modifications to message formats.
